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ABSTRACT

Various dictionaries and transforms are known to sparsify

images, and have been exploited in algorithms for image re-

construction from limited data. Methods that simultaneously

reconstruct the image and learn dictionaries or sparsifying

transforms for image patches, called blind compressed sen-

sing methods, have shown promising performance. Motivated

by such adaptive algorithms, this paper proposes an approach

to train dictionary-transform based methods for image recon-

struction by minimizing a minimum absolute reconstruction

error criterion. Each “layer” of the algorithm consists of

applying (convolving) trained transforms, thresholdings, and

dictionaries to images, followed by a simple least squares

update of the images. Numerical experiments illustrate the

usefulness and speed-ups provided by such trained algorithms

compared to related schemes.

Index Terms— Sparsifying transforms, Dictionaries,

Machine learning, Sparse representations, Smart imaging.

1. INTRODUCTION

Imaging approaches such as magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) and X-ray computed tomography (CT) often involve

image reconstruction from limited or corrupted data such as

in the case of low-dose CT, sparse-view CT, compressive

sensing [1, 2] based static MRI, or dynamic MRI where the

data is inherently undersampled. Imaging with limited data

often has potential benefits such as scan time speed-ups for

MRI or reduced radiation exposure for X-ray CT.

Several image reconstruction methods have been propo-

sed [3–7] exploiting image characteristics such as the spar-

sity of images in analytical dictionaries or transform dom-

ains, low-rank properties [8, 9], etc. More recently, data-

driven approaches for image reconstruction that learn synt-

hesis dictionaries or sparsifying transforms have received at-

tention [10–14] and have shown promise in medical imaging

applications. Sparsifying transform-based [15] approaches

are typically faster than dictionary-based approaches due to

relatively inexpensive closed-form thresholding-based sparse
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coding, whereas synthesis sparse coding is NP-hard in ge-

neral. The transforms or dictionaries could be learned from

training data [14] (using various transform learning [15–17]

or dictionary learning [18–20] methods) and used to recon-

struct other images, or even learned simultaneously while re-

constructing the images [12], which is called (transform or

dictionary) blind compressed sensing.

Motivated by the efficient (convolutional) structure of re-

cent transform-blind compressed sensing algorithms [12,13],

this paper proposes an approach for training the parameters

(e.g., filters, thresholds, etc.) of transform-based algorithms

for image reconstruction, by minimizing a minimum absolute

reconstruction error cost.1 Each iteration (called layer) of

the algorithm consists of applying trained complex-valued

transforms, thresholdings (non-linearities), and dictionaries

to images, followed by a simple (full) least squares update

of the images that takes into account the imaging model or

physics. Numerical results illustrate potential for the trained

method over related schemes for image reconstruction. Very

recent works [22,23] also proposed incorporating the imaging

model in training specific algorithms for reconstruction. Ho-

wever, our proposed method differs in the specific algorithm

architecture/updates, non-linearities, the training objective,

and algorithm for training.

2. IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION MODEL AND

TRAINING ALGORITHM

This section describes the proposed reconstruction algorithm

architecture and its training. We first briefly describe a recent

transform-blind compressed sensing approach (UTMRI) [13]

that motivates our proposed method.

2.1. Background and Reconstruction Model

The goal in inverse problems is to estimate an unknown sig-

nal or (vectorized) image x ∈ C
p from its (typically limited

or corrupted) measurements y ∈ C
m. A typical regularized

inverse problem is as follows:

argmin
x∈Cp

‖Ax− y‖
2

2
+ ζ(x) (1)

1A recent work [21] has shown promise for minimizing MAE (�1) costs

over mean squared error or MSE (�2) costs for model training. The former

may enable better generalization of learned models.
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Fig. 1. Proposed image reconstruction architecture based on the image update step of UTMRI [13]. The initial image (x0) is

iteratively passed through a decorruption step involving filtering and thresholding operations, followed by least squares image

update (system model block) that enforces the imaging forward model. The decorruption step involves a bank of transform

filters (fk
l , with k denoting iteration and l the filter number), thresholdings, and dictionary filters (gkl ). For UTMRI, both the

transform and dictionary filters are related to the rows of W (matched) and L = n.

where A ∈ C
m×p is the imaging measurement matrix (e.g.,

a Fourier encoding for MRI) and ζ(x) is a regularizer captu-

ring assumed properties of the image (e.g., sparsity in a trans-

form domain). In the blind compressed sensing framework,

a data-driven (e.g., involving transform learning) regularizer

is used enabling joint image reconstruction and image mo-

del learning. Here, we draw inspiration from the recent uni-

tary transform-blind compressed sensing scheme involving

the following optimization problem [13]:

(P0) min
x,W,B

N∑
j=1

‖WPjx− bj‖
2

2
+ ν‖Ax− y‖2

2
+ γ2‖B‖0,

s.t. WHW = I,

where ν, γ > 0 are parameters, Pj is an operator that extracts

the jth patch (N overlapping patches assumed) of image x as

a vector Pjx ∈ C
n, and W ∈ C

n×n is a sparsifying transform

such that WPjx ≈ bj with sparse bj . Matrix B ∈ C
n×N has

the sparse bj’s as its columns, and the �0 “norm” counts the

number of non-zeros in a vector or matrix. Operations (·)H

and (·)T denote conjugate transpose and the usual transpose,

respectively. Problem (P0) (cf. [12] for variants) allows the

transform to adapt to the underlying or imaged object.

Prior work [12,13] proposed an iterative block coordinate

descent (BCD) algorithm for (P0) that alternates between sol-

ving for W (transform update step), B (sparse coding step),

and x (image update step) with other variables fixed. Here,

the sparse codes are updated as b̂j = Hγ(WPjx), where

Hγ(·) is the hard-thresholding operator that sets vector or ma-

trix entries with magnitude less than γ to zero while leaving

other entries unaffected. The output in the transform update

step is Ŵ = V UH , where PBH = UΣV H denotes a full

singular value decomposition (SVD) with P being the matrix

whose columns are the vectorized (and most recently estima-

ted) image patches. The image update step for (P0) involves

a least squares problem whose normal equation is as follows:

Gxk = νAHy +

N∑
j=1

PT
j DkHγ(W

kPjx
k−1) (2)

where k denotes the BCD iteration number, Dk �
(
W k

)H
,

and G �
∑N

j=1
PT
j Pj + νAHA is a fixed matrix. For single-

coil Cartesian MRI, where A = Fu, the undersampled Fourier

encoding, G is readily diagonalized by the 2D DFT and the

update in (2) is performed cheaply using FFTs [13]. Alter-

natively, one could solve (2) using iterative methods such as

conjugate gradients (CG).

Fig. 1 provides a schematic of the image update over the

BCD iterations for (P0). Note that the second term in (2) is

equivalently written as
∑n

l=1

∑N

j=1
PT
j dkl Hγ(r

kT

l Pjx
k−1),

with dl and rl denoting the lth columns of D and R = WT ,

respectively. In particular, when all the overlapping image

patches (with patch stride of 1 pixel) are used in (P0) and

the patches overlapping the image boundaries wrap around

on the opposite side of the image (periodic image condition),

then the second term in (2) involves filtering (via circular

convolution) xk−1 with each transform filter (the filter is

obtained by flipping and zero-padding a reshaped row of

W ), hard-thresholding the result, filtering with each corre-

sponding dictionary (D) filter (obtained by zero-padding the

reshaped column of D), and aggregating the outputs from

the various (1 ≤ l ≤ n) filters. This aggregate is further

updated by adding the bias term νAHy and applying G−1 (or

alternatively performing CG).

The filtering and thresholding operations (with the fil-

ters learned via the aforementioned SVD-based update using

(P0)) in each iteration (or layer) of Fig. 1 help denoise or

decorrupt the image and the other operations enforce the

imaging model or physics. The (UTMRI) algorithm thus has

a convolutional network architecture (with depth correspon-

ding to the number of iterations), where the filters are learned
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on-the-fly from the measurements y using (P0) (i.e., without

using any explicit training data). Next, we will describe an

alternative approach to train such an algorithm using training

datasets to explicitly minimize image reconstruction errors.

Such pre-training would save runtime when applying the

algorithm to new test data.

2.2. Training Cost and Algorithm

Our proposed method exploits the iterative or multi-layer

structure in Fig. 1, with each layer comprised of a trai-

ned decorruption step, followed by the least squares update

in (2) that uses the imaging system model. Learning the

decorruption step involves learning the transform and dicti-

onary filters and thresholdings. We assume L transform and

dictionary filters in each layer, and a potentially different

threshold for each filter pair (or arm in Fig. 1). We use

soft-thresholding, which is amenable to gradient-based op-

timization. A complex-valued scalar is soft-thresholded as

Sτ (c) = max(|c| − τ, 0)ej∠c for τ ≥ 0.

The data for training consists of a set of reference (ground

truth) images reconstructed from densely sampled imaging

measurements along with subsampled measurements of these

images. Initial images are obtained from the measurements

(e.g., A†y), and the dictionary, transform, and thresholds are

trained layer-by-layer. Once the parameters for a specific

layer have been trained, the training image reconstructions

are passed through that layer (with fixed parameters) and the

resulting images are used for training the next layer. In the

kth layer, we minimize the following cost consisting of an �1
(with ‖Q‖

1
= ‖vec(Q)‖

1
) patch-based reconstruction error

and a regularizer (a related cost appears in [24]), to train the

model:

(P1) min
Dk,Wk,Γk

‖P train −DkSΓk(W kP̂ k−1)‖1 + βR̃(Dk),

where Dk ∈ C
n×L, W k ∈ C

L×n and Γk ∈ R
L are the

dictionary, transform (with L filters), and a set of thresholds,

respectively, for the kth reconstruction layer. The regularizer

R̃(Dk) �
∑L

l=1

(∥∥dkl
∥∥2
2
− 1

)2

with non-negative weight β

keeps the �2 norms of dictionary columns (dkl ) close to unity,

which helps eliminate scaling ambiguities2 [25] in the solu-

tion. The operator SΓk performs entry-wise soft-thresholding

using corresponding thresholds. Matrix P train ∈ C
n×J

has a set of (often randomly chosen) patches from reference

(ground truth) images as its columns, and P̂ k−1 has the cor-

responding patches from the reconstructed versions of the

images after layer k − 1.

2Each column of Dk can be scaled by a positive constant α and the cor-

responding row of Wk and entry of Γk can be both scaled by 1/α (the soft-

thresholding function is scale-homogenous jointly with respect to the row of

Wk and corresponding entry of Γk), and the cost in (P1) is invariant to such

scalings.

Unlike the previous UTMRI algorithm, the proposed ar-

chitecture uses soft-thresholding instead of hard-thresholding.

We do not however constrain Dk and W k to be “matched”,

which allows a degree of flexibility for the proposed scheme.

The variables Dk, W k, and Γk could be updated using

gradient-based techniques such as sub-derivative descent with

backtracking line search for step sizes. This would ensure

monotone decrease of the cost. Here, we instead use the re-

cent ADAM approach [26] that exploits higher-order gradient

information to jointly update the variables. ADAM performs

stochastic updates, where each iteration computes the gra-

dient of the objective corresponding to a subset (minibatch)

of all data (thus saving memory). The following are gradients

(computed efficiently using sparse multiplications) of the cost

in (P1) with respect to the columns dkl and rkl , and scalar γk
l

(i.e., lth entry of Γk), where R = WT :

∂ψ

∂γk
l

= Re
(
dk

T

l sign∗(Ek)hkT

l

)

∂ψ

∂dkl
= −sign

(
Ek

)
SH
γk
l

(ckl ) + 4β
(∥∥dkl

∥∥2
2
− 1

)
dkl

∂ψ

∂rk
T

l

=
(
φ− γk

l φ� |ckl |+ γk
l Re

(
φ� sign∗(ckl )

)
� ckl

)

×
(
Ẑ � 11|ck

l
|>γk

l

)H

where Ek � P train − DkSΓk(RkT

P̂ k−1), ckl � rk
T

l P̂ k−1,

hk
l � sign(ckl )�1|ck

l
|>γk

l
, sign(·) denotes the complex phase

computed element-wise, 1 and 1|ck
l
|>γk

l
denote a length-n co-

lumn vector of ones and the (row vector) indicator function

(takes value 0 when condition is violated and 1 otherwise)

computed element-wise, φ � (dkl )
Hsign(Ek) and ψ is the

cost in (P1). Here, � denotes element-wise multiplication,

� denotes element-wise division, (·)∗ denotes the complex

conjugate, and Re(·) denotes real part.

Once all layers of the algorithm have been trained by op-

timizing (P1) for each successive k, we reconstruct new test

data by passing the initial image reconstruction from unders-

ampled measurements through the trained network.

3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Here, we present preliminary experiments illustrating the

performance of the proposed method for MR image recon-

struction. We used the multi-slice dataset with 32 512 × 512
(complex-valued) slices provided by Prof. Michael Lustig,

UC Berkeley. We simulated single coil Cartesian k-space

measurements from a subset (five) of these slices, and used

these to train our proposed image reconstruction model with

20 layers at 3.3 fold and 5 fold undersampling of k-space, and

β = 104. The transforms and dictionaries in each layer had

256 filters, which were trained together with the correspon-

ding 256 soft-thresholds, from 8× 8 patches, and ν = 106/p
with p the number of image pixels [13]. We used variable
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(1) (2) (3)

(4) (5)

Fig. 2. 512× 512 test images used in Table 1.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 3. Reconstructed images (magnitudes shown) and recon-

struction error maps (magnitude of difference between recon-

structed and reference images) for image 3 with 30% samples

using Sparse MRI (top row), UTMRI (middle row) and our

trained method (bottom row).

density 2D random sampling patterns [27], which are feasible

for 3D imaging.

The trained models were used to reconstruct five test

UF Image Zero-filled Sparse MRI UTMRI Proposed

3.3x

1 25.6 26.7 28.3 28.2

2 25.2 26.6 27.9 27.8

3 26.0 27.3 29.3 28.9

4 25.4 26.7 28.2 28.1

5 27.2 28.9 30.6 30.3

5x

1 24.7 25.9 27.6 27.5

2 24.2 25.5 27.2 27.0

3 24.9 26.3 28.5 28.0

4 24.4 25.7 27.6 27.4

5 26.2 27.9 29.8 29.5

Table 1. PSNR values in decibels (dB) for the five test images

at two undersampling factors (UF) using various methods.

images from undersampled measurements, including an axial

slice from a different acquisition (Fig. 2). We compare the

performance of the trained method to Sparse MRI [3] that

exploits sparsity in wavelets and total variation domains, and

the recent blind compressed sensing method UTMRI [13].

We ran UTMRI for 120 iterations (a transform is estima-

ted in each iteration), with other parameters as in prior

work [13]. We used the built-in parameter settings in the

publicly available Sparse MRI implementation [28]. These

settings performed well in our experiments. We evaluated re-

construction quality on test data using the peak signal to noise

ratio (PSNR) metric (in decibels (dB)) computed between the

complex-valued reference and reconstructed images.

Table 1 lists the PSNR values for zero-filled IFFT (the

initial image for the methods), Sparse MRI, UTMRI, and the

trained algorithm for various test images and undersampling

factors. Both UTMRI and the trained method outperformed

the non-adaptive Sparse MRI. The trained method performed

quite similarly as UTMRI but was up to 5x faster (average

reconstruction times for UTMRI and Sparse MRI were about

241s and 100s respectively, compared to about 50s for our

method). While our current implementation uses patch-based

processing for testing, much lower runtimes can be achieved

using fast convolutional implementations. Figure 3 compares

the reconstructed images and error maps for different methods

showing potential for our trained approach.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, motivated by recent works on transform-

blind compressed sensing, we presented a deep dictionary-

transform learning method for image reconstruction using a

minimum absolute error criteron. The image reconstruction

algorithm learned from training scans can be applied relati-

vely cheaply to reconstruct other images from undersampled

measurements. Preliminary experiments illustrated poten-

tial for such a trained algorithm in terms of image quality

and runtime. Investigation of end-to-end training (instead

of layer-by-layer) of the reconstruction scheme, and more

extensive evaluation and validation on large datasets will be

performed in future work.
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